Digital Child Pornography and the Fourth Amendment

By Thomas K. Clancy

The advent of digital evidence is having a profound impact on Fourth Amendment principles and analysis. Yet to be resolved by the courts is the fundamental question of whether locations where digital evidence may be found, ranging from desktop computers and cell phones, to countless other digital devices, are subject to special rules, or whether traditional search and seizure rules suffice. There is, however, another fundamental trend influencing the development of Fourth Amendment principles to digital evidence that has not been much noted for its impact. Almost 70 percent of all reported appellate decisions involving the search or seizure of digital evidence are concerned with the recovery of child pornography.

The alcohol prohibition era had a significant influence on Fourth Amendment analysis in the 1920s and 1930s. The drug wars of the last 50 years have also impacted the structure of search and seizure jurisprudence. Now, during the digital age, governmental investigations designed to locate child pornography are having a similar influence. This article highlights some of the more important aspects of the trends in the case law.

Analytical Structure of Fourth Amendment Claims

The Fourth Amendment is the most implicated and litigated portion of the Constitution. In analyzing any case involving a Fourth Amendment claim, three separate questions must be answered. First, is the Amendment applicable? The applicability question, in turn, is a two-sided inquiry: (a) does the governmental activity—which must be either a search or a seizure—invade (b) an individual interest protected by the Amendment? If the Amendment does not apply, that ends the inquiry; it does not matter if the governmental actions are reasonable or not. Second, if the Amendment applies, is it satisfied? If it is found that the Amendment is applicable but not satisfied, a third question must be answered: what is the remedy, if any, for the violation? That third question is not. Second, if the Amendment does apply, is it satisfied? If it is found that the Amendment is applicable but not satisfied, a third question must be answered: what is the remedy, if any, for the violation? That third question is not a Fourth Amendment issue, given that the Supreme Court has stated that the exclusionary rule is not constitutionally mandated.

Step 1. Does the Fourth Amendment Apply to Internet Child Pornography Investigations?

Unless governmental activity that would otherwise be labeled a “search” or “seizure” invades a protected interest, the Amendment does not apply and there is no inquiry into the reasonableness of those activities. Digital child pornography cases have examined both aspects of the applicability question.

Part A: Does the Governmental Activity Constitute a “Search”?

Private Searches. The Fourth Amendment is applicable only to governmental activity; it does not regulate private searches and seizures. As a consequence, a rather complex jurisprudence has developed to distinguish between governmental searches and private party searches. Private parties often report their discovery of child pornography to the police. A surprising common situation involves computer repair shops. Child pornographers are unlikely to give up their images once they are collected. As a result, employees of repair shops often discover images when computers are brought in for repair. Courts have consistently held that observations made by those private computer technicians do not implicate the Fourth Amendment. The computer technician then typically calls the police, who often replicate the prior examinations, expand that prior examination by looking for more images, or ask the repair person to look for more images. These three scenarios result in disparate legal results. If the police merely replicate the prior private search, what the police observe is not a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. The courts have engaged in a confusing analysis, with disparate results, if the police not only replicate the prior search but also look for and find more images. On the other hand, when a repair person copies files based on a state trooper’s request, a search within the meaning of the Amendment has occurred.

Part B: Does That Activity Invade an Individual’s Protected Interest?

If the individual does not have a protected interest, actions that might otherwise be labeled a search or seizure do not implicate the Fourth Amendment. To have a protected interest as to a search, courts employ a two-pronged test, which requires that a person exhibit a subjective expectation of privacy, which must be recognized by society as legitimate. Pursuant to that test, the Supreme Court has created a hierarchy of expectations, with long lists of situations where it has found either no reasonable expectation of privacy or a reduced one. If no reasonable expectation of privacy is found (and no other protected interest is present), the Amendment is inapplicable to regulate the government action. If a court finds a reduced expectation of privacy, the governmental intrusion has been almost uniformly upheld, with the court utilizing a test for reasonableness favorable to the government.

Peer-to-Peer Distribution Schemes. The overwhelming distribution scheme of choice for child pornographers is the use of peer-to-peer networks. A person seeking to trade child pornography can download for free software that permits him to configure his computer to join such networks and share files. One file-sharing program is called LimeWire.
LimeWire is a file-sharing program that can be downloaded from the Internet free of charge; it allows users to search for and share with one another various types of files, including movies and pictures, on the computers of other persons with LimeWire. Once a user downloads the program onto his computer, the user can click on an icon that connects his computer to others on the network. Users can input search terms and receive a list of responsive files available on other computers connected to the network.

Law enforcement is well aware of such networks and task forces and police departments are engaging in operations to identify persons utilizing peer-to-peer technology to trade illicit images. The government agents join such networks, search for files, and determine which constitute child pornography. The caselaw is uniform that persons who put files in a folder that others can access to share on peer-to-peer networks do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in such files. The same analysis applies to local networks. In response to one claim that the police had invaded his reasonable expectation of privacy, the court stated:

The crux of Ganoe’s argument is that he simply did not know that others would be able to access files stored on his own computer. But he knew he had file-sharing software on his computer; indeed, he admitted that he used it—he says to get music. Moreover, he was explicitly warned before completing the installation that the folder into which files are downloaded would be shared with other users in the peer-to-peer network. Ganoe thus opened up his download folder to the world, including Agent Rochford. To argue that Ganoe lacked the technical savvy or good sense to configure LimeWire to prevent access to his pornography files is like saying that he did not know enough to close his drapes.

Once a file is located, there are a few steps that must be taken to identify the computer that holds the file; agents thereafter employ a warrant, consent, or (hopefully) otherwise seek to comply with Fourth Amendment satisfaction standards to search the computer. Government agencies have software tools available to them that permit searches of large numbers of computers on a P2P network and have the ability to catch thousands of offenders. The techniques, used for years, are now being widely exploited by authorities and large numbers of offenders are being identified as a result.

Step #2. If the Amendment Applies, Is it Satisfied?

There have been many Fourth Amendment satisfaction issues litigated in the context of digital child pornography. Highlighted here are two. The concept of probable cause—a familiar but fluid standard for a court to apply—has created some unique difficulties in the computer context.

Once again, the bulk of the case law concerns child pornographers. The courts have been troubled by two nexus questions: (1) as to subscribers of child pornography websites, the amount of information needed in order to conclude that there is probable cause to search the subscriber’s computer; and (2) as to distributors or recipients of child pornography, establishing the location of the computer used to distribute or receive the materials.

There is a split of authority over the strength of the inference that can be drawn as to whether a person has child pornography on his computer based on membership in a child pornography website. Some courts have indicated that mere membership in a child pornography site is sufficient. Others have rejected that view. To establish probable cause to search, many courts look for additional information—beyond membership in a child pornography site—that substantiates the person’s sexual interest in children or in child pornography. That additional information has included such factors as evidence of actual downloading (as opposed to mere viewing) automatic transmissions as part of the site’s services, use of suggestive names, expert information on the retention habits of child pornography collectors (which often serves to dispel allegations of staleness and identifies the house as the place where the materials were viewed), and prior convictions involving sex offenses involving children or child pornography.

Another significant question is ascertaining the location of the computer that has distributed or received the child pornography. This difficulty arises because many individuals use computers in a variety of locations, including in an office and at home. Computers accessing the Internet are assigned an Internet Protocol number, which does “not directly reflect the geographic street address of the office, residence, or building from which an individual accesses his email and/or the Internet.” As a result, “law enforcement officials must conduct research and rely upon the addresses and data provided by Internet providers, . . . as well as billing addresses for those service providers and/or credit card companies.”

Some courts will infer that the computer is located in the home from the Internet Protocol address assigned to the user’s account and other courts will find probable cause to search the billing address associated with the screen name. Still other courts have rejected the view that a registered screen name is sufficient to establish probable cause to search the subscriber’s computer. Instead, it has been sometimes suggested that additional information is needed, such as the fact that the suspect maintained a computer or computer-related equipment at the place to be searched that was capable of transmitting child pornography, the screen name required a particular password, the transmission of child pornography was to a unique Internet or ethernet address assigned to a particular computer at the location to be searched, or the person occupying the place to be searched had an “extreme” interest in young children or had access to Internet sites operated by entities that required those having access to maintain Internet-accessible child pornography. Also relevant to the probable cause determination are the habits of child pornography collectors, which includes a propensity to collect child pornography and maintain the collection at home, and whether the suspect was a pedophile.
Conclusion

Courts are increasingly confronting the problems associated with adapting Fourth Amendment principles to modern technology. Supreme Court jurisprudence, developed to regulate traditional search and seizure practices, presents conceptual problems when applied to the world of cyber-space and electronically stored evidence. Some authorities are reluctant to accept—or outright reject—analyses to physical world searches and seizures. I have concluded elsewhere, however, that there is nothing “special” in the nature of computer searches that differentiate them in any principled way from other document and container searches. The Supreme Court will have had its first opportunity to address aspects of that question by the time this article appears. That decision does not involve child pornography; nonetheless, in addressing search and seizure claims involving digital evidence, they are most often addressed in that context.
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